
The lightest electric power bike
worldwide at the moment.
REVX created new eBike category!

Czech electric
motorcycle

Unique high strenght aluminium 
alloy manually welded frame

Adjustable rear shock Elka

Masive
reinforced
swingarm

Changable ratio primary transmition
Highpower watersealed engine with forced throuaxis air cooling

High capacity battery - 55 Ah

Four piston calipers,
hydraulic breaks

19"/16"
optional
wheels kit

Fully ajustable front
fork Manitou Dorado

Smart recuperation

Top class break system

Gel saddle

REVX is electric motorcycle fully designed and handmade in Czech Republic.

It is skillful lightweight,  playful bike with controllable power and sufficient 
autonomy range. He'll take you wherever you want to go, regardless whether 
you are a beginner or an experienced rider. You can bike easily carry, transport 
or park. Never mind that you live in the city center and you don't have 
a garage. You can take our fable to your home. It's electric, you don't have to 
worry about leaking  oils. It weighs only around 50 kg, it is beautiful, storable, 
feel free to display it in the living room or in the hallway. Easy to fit it into 
a family car.

You don't have much time, do a lot of work and want to ride? REVX is continu- 
ously ready. Are you afraid that you will provoke the surroundings with noise and 
you will not be able to ride? Our bike is purely electric and that's why it is pretty 
quiet. You arouse interest of your neighbours and passing tourists and surely 
not their aggression. Saddle REVX early in the morning and let your neighbours 
sleep. You will go so quietly that you will certainly not wake them up.

We wish your ride would have a natural effect on you. Most important to us is 
perfect manoeuvrability, controllable performance and driving pleasure.

And everything is really designed to work that way. And we strived to make the 
bike of a beautiful piece of technological art.

This was for us major design and 
development challenge for our team.

REVX has the largest possible and attainable battery capacity. Head out to 
explore the surroundings, enjoy a ride. Relax, stretch your back, have a snack. 
Just like riding a classic motorcycle.

Do you like steep and technical trips or the enduro riding fun? With our fable 
you really enjoy it. You will always have enough controllable power available.

Can my 12year old son, daughter or my wife ride on REVX? Indeed yes. And 
it will be easier and safer for them than on a classic bike. REVX is easy to use, 
predictable and very natural with several performance maps for different riding 
stiles and ride s skills levels. Even pre-set maps are fully remotely adjustable 
to fit exactly your riding style.



PARAMETERS

LENGHT

WIDTH

SEAT HEIGHT

WHEELBASE

GROUND CLEARANCE

WEIGHT

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

MAX. LOAD

MAX. POWER

MAX. SPEED

DRIVING MAPS

BATTERY

MAX. RPM

ENGINE COOLING

CLIMBING ANGLE

AUTONOMY

1.780 mm

430 mm (foot rest), 820 mm (handlebars)

880 mm

1.240 mm

320 mm

52 kg

26 kg : 26 kg (front : rear wheel)

100 kg

10 - 15 kW (17 kW Extrem map) 

60 - 90 km/h

3 mode (Eco, Sport, Racing)

Lithium-Ion 54V, 55Ah

6.000 - 15.000 rpm

Forced rotor cooling

69°

up to 2,5 hours (1 h. mode Extrem)

FRAME

MAX. TORQUE

TRANSMISON RATIOS

POWER TRAIN

FRONT FORK / SUSP. TRAVEL

REAR SHOCK / SUSP. TRAVEL

FRONT TIRE

REAR TIRE

FRONT RIM

REAR RIM

FRONT BREAKE

REAR BREAKE

RECUPERATION

CHARGING TIME

PUBLIC ROAD MOLOGATION

LIST PRICE

Unique aluminum frame RevX

41,5 / 457 Nm (motor / on the rear wheel)

1:11

Chain 420

Manitou Dorado Expert / 200 mm

Elka / 180 mm 

70-100-19 / 26 x 2,6”

90-100-16 / 70-100-19

559 x 33 Remerx Super Jumbo

19 x 2,15 32H DID

Four-piston hydraulic

Four-piston hydraulic

Yes

3,5 hours

No

from 7.490 € 

www.emotionbikes.cz | www.revx.pro

Highend brakes, mag. kill switch Fully adjustable top performance downhill fork

Primary gear set cover, footrests positioning Gel racing saddle

Four pistons brake callipers Unique RevX rear shock mounting with variable geometry and stiffness

3 switchable performance maps with color led indication Unmatched powerful RevX engine


